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YOUR MISSION 
IS OUR PRIORITY



Titanium International Group S.r.l. 
 was established at the end of the ‘90s, 
aiming to become the first distributor 

 and stockist of raw materials 
 for the aerospace industry.

After 20 years, TIG boasts an integrated 
quality system EN9100-2018 (production) 

and EN9120-2018 (distribution), 
 in addition to more than 10 approvals 

from the major OEMs.
We are leaders in the distribution of 

titanium and aerospace materials 
 on the italian market and one of the most 

qualified players in the international scene.
We strive every day to guarantee our 

customers the best service in material 
quality, supply conditions, cutting, on time 

delivery, service and technical support.

We are among  
the top players  
in the distribution  
of titanium on 
the italian and 
international markets

OUR STRENGTH



Titanium International Group s.r.l. is part of the  
Sefa Holding Group S.p.A. Our family also includes:
Sefa Acciai S.r.l.: a company specialized in leveling, 
cutting and distributing a wide range of common 
steels, special steels and tool steels.
Sefa Meccanica S.r.l.: a company specialized in small 
and large-scale machining.

Sefa Holding Group S.p.A., well known for its interest in 
new technologies also invested in additive manufacturing 
by taking over a share of the company 3D Metal.
Our strength is to be part of a reliable group, strongly 
rooted in the industrial history of our territory and 
absolutely oriented to the new opportunities that 
the international market offers.

ABOUT US



To satisfy the increasingly high technical demands of our customers,  
we have developed a very specific knowledge in the aerospace field during 
the years. We are excellence partners of the most important players in  
the world and we have integrated our offer with tailor-cut pieces following 
our customers’ needs and drawing specifications.

We are on the front line in the biomedical field and we are able to provide 
certified products of the highest quality, always granting very strict 
dimensional tolerances, as required by the biomedical market.  
Today we are also able to provide titanium discs ready for CAD/CAM 
machining, for the dental implantology sector.

As in the past the addition of calcium in the analysis of some austenitic 
stainless steels enhanced the smoothness of the tool, increasing  
its productivity and consequently decreasing its wear; today, thanks to our 
experience and cooperation with the metallurgists of our mills, we have 
reached the best inner structures in our materials, increasing  
their machinability and the mechanical stability of the finished piece.  
This also allows the preservation of the tool platelets, diminishing their wear.

Top-performance material properties, high technical skills and a careful 
production process make us the strategic choice that brings you to the 
finish line in first position.

The architecture of automatic machines is composed by thousands  
of components produced with mechanical processing. In this complex 
sector, we have used all our experience studying and manufacturing 
components through molding and investment casting technologies  
with the goal of saving.

AEROSPACE AND DEFENSE

MEDICAL

PRECISION MECHANICS

RACING

AUTOMATIC MACHINES

MARKET SECTORS



We don’t consider ourselves mere 
suppliers but partners, always by the side 
of the customer, with whom we treat and 
personalize supplies and services.

Great experience 
and exclusive skills 
to best serve you

EXCELLENCE  
IN EVERY SECTOR



We grant the 
absolute quality  

of our whole 
range of products

MANY PRODUCTS  
FOR EVERY NEED

Thanks to the strong bond 
 established with our mills, we stock  

a wide range of products available for  
just-in-time deliveries.



TITANIUM

SPECIAL STEELS

Ti6AL4V Sheets and plates from thickness 0,5mm to 101,6mm
 specifications: AMS4911, ASTMB265, WL3.7164, ABS5326, ABS5125
 Round bars from diameter 3mm to 350mm

 specifications: AMS4928, AMS6931, AMS2380 GR1 (Double Melted VAR), 
 AMS2380 GR2 (Triple Melted VAR), ASTMF136, ISO5832/3, ASTMB348, 
 ASNA, AIR

 Rectangular bars with customized sizes
 specifications: AMS4928, AMS6931, AMS2380 GR1(Double Melted VAR),  
 AMS2380 GR2 (Triple Melted VAR), ASTMB348,

Ti6242/Ti6246 Round bars - specifications: AMS4975, AMS4981
C.P. Titanium Sheets from thickness 0,4mm to 3mm - specifications: WL3.7024.1,  
 WL3.7034.1, LN9297, AMS4902, AMS4901, AMS4900, ASTMF67, ISO5832/2

17-4 PH Round bars from diameter 25 mm to 350 mm
 specifications: AMS5622 (Type 1 e Type 2), AMS5643
 Rectangular bars with on demand sizes

 specifications: AMS5622 (Type 1 e Type 2), AMS5643
15-5 PH Round bars and rectangular bars with customized sizes 
 specifications: AMS5659 (Type 1 e Type 2)
4340 Round bars and rectangular bars with customized sizes 
 specifications: AMS6415, AMS6414
9310 Round bars and rectangular bars with customized sizes 
 specification: AMS6265
Greek Ascoloy specification: AMS5616
SS301 specifications: AMS5517, AMS5901, AMS5518
SS302 specification: AMS5516
SS304 specification: AMS5513
SS321 specification: AMS5510

NICKEL ALLOYS
Alloy 718 Round bars - specifications: AMS5662, AMS5663
 Sheets and plates - specification: AMS5596
Alloy 625 Round bars - specification: AMS5666
 Sheets and plates - specification: 5599
Alloy 188 Sheets - specification: AMS5608
HX Sheets - specification: AMS5536

STOCK PRODUCTS



OUR SERVICES

WATER JET CUT
We have four state-of-the-art Flow Dynamic 
machines for Waterjet cutting, which enables  
the creation of parts with complex geometries, 
according to customer-specific drawings.

ULTRASONIC CONTROLS 
AND SPECIAL PROCESSES
Our staff is patented according to the aerospace and 
military norms by the authorities in charge,  
in order to perform ultrasonic inspections by using the 
Omniscan MX2 Olympus Phased Array technology.
We also offer the possibility of performing additional 
mechanical tests and heat treatments on materials, 
both in partnership with laboratories approved  
by the aerospace industry.

SAW CUTTING
We count on the strength of several  

AMADA band saws, by which 
 we can quickly supply cut-to-size pieces 

 with maximum efficiency and versatility.



AUTOMATIC  
STORAGE
We boast an automatic storage system 
consisting of three Elephant Modular 
Stores for long products and  
three Condor Stores automatic  
warehouses for flat products.
Thanks to the SAP ERP system, integrated 
with our automated warehouses,  
it is possible to fully track every single 
product in stock at any time.

Top class efficiency 
and care in every 
step of our job, 
these are our 
main values



CUSTOMER CARE
TIG staff is highly trained thanks to specialized 
metallurgy courses and stages in our represented 
mills, aiming to offer to our customers the support 
and care they need in order to tackle and solve 
any technical issue concerning materials.

QUICKNESS
Our rich stock and our dynamic team enable us  

to prepare materials in a very short time,  
also thanks to the best software solutions 

available on the market.

STOCK SERVICE
We cooperate with our customers by establishing 
continuous supply relationships, aiming to 
ensure material availability even with split 
deliveries according to customers’ exigencies. 
Very shortly, we will be also able to offer an 
online-shop service, in which customers will find 
all our off-cuts classified by type of material, sizes 
and related certifications. This will enable our 
customers to find the pieces they need, with a 
quick lead time and with a competitive price.



SISTEMA DI GESTIONE
CERTIFICATO

A TOP-CLASS  
QUALITY SYSTEM
Every day we strive to grant the best 
solutions about supply, cutting, on-time 
delivery, customer care, technical support 
and relevant documentation. We boast an 
integrated quality system EN9100-2018/
EN9120-2018, that matches more than 
10 direct approvals issued by the most 
important OEMs in the aerospace domain.

TOP QUALITY



TITANIUM INTERNATIONAL GROUP S.R.L.

Registered office, operational and commercial
13/15 via Europa, 40010 Sala Bolognese (BO) - Italy

Phone +39 051 681 4893
Fax +39 051 681 4894
E-mail tig@titanium.it

Administrative headquarters
39/A via Stelloni, 40010 Sala Bolognese (BO) - Italy

Phone +39 051 681 6811
Fax +39 051 681 6851

E-mail dam@sefa.it

www.titanium.it


